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rapid7 labs has not detected broad scanning for internet-facing vmware vcenter servers, but bad packets has reported that theyve detected opportunistic scanning. we will continue to monitor project heisenberg for
attacker activity and update this blog post as we have more information. in the next few steps, you will add the vmware vcenter server appliance to the vsphere inventory. this is done using the vsphere web client. you will
need to log in to the vsphere web client as a vsphere administrator, select the configuration tab, and then select inventory. now that you can connect to the vcenter server appliance, you need to register it with the vsphere
web client. to do this, select the vcenter server appliance in the vsphere inventory and then select the register tab. when the connection is established, you will see a screen with two tabs. the left-hand tab displays the
connection settings, and the right-hand tab displays the inventory settings for the vcenter server appliance. click on the inventory tab to see the inventory settings for the vcenter server appliance. vmware has confirmed
this vulnerability has been resolved in vcenter server 5.5.1 - see the vmware kb for more information. also if you use vcenter or vsphere, you can update your product via the vcenter update manager. if you haven't already,
you should upgrade to the latest version of vcenter server. this page contains a list of products released by vmware. vtracker is automatically updated when new products are available to download (ga) at vmware.com. if
you want to get notified about new vmware products, subscribe to the rss feed. you can also use the json export to build your own tool. feel free to comment when you have any feature requests.
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you can manually configure esxi and esxi hosts for automatic patching. this manual configuration includes esxi and esxi host configuration files, task definitions and tasks, and host profiles. this includes vcenter server
patching and upgrade. the vcenter server appliance (vcsa) contains both a vcenter server and a vmware update manager (vum). you can configure an esxi host to automatically patch itself and its vms. the vmware update

manager provides an automatic upgrade solution for esx/esxi hosts. vcenter server appliance (vcsa) is a complete virtualization management solution for vmware vsphere. the vcsa enables you to manage all aspects of your
vmware vsphere environment, including esxi hosts, virtual machines, storage, and networking. the vcsa also integrates many important vmware products, including vcenter server, vcenter orchestrator, and vmware update

manager. with vmware vcenter server and vcenter server appliance (vcsa) now available for free, its no longer necessary to purchase a separate standalone vmware vcenter server license for esxi hosts. vmware update
manager (vum) now acts as a standalone, integrated patching and upgrade solution for all esx and esxi hosts in your vsphere environment. you can automate esxi and esxi host upgrade and patching with vmware update

manager (vum). this includes the upgrade, patching, and configuration of vcenter server and esxi hosts, including all esx and esxi hosts managed by vcenter. many people don't bother to perform the license key verification
on the server when installing it. this allows them to deploy vcenter servers and scale out their virtual infrastructure without being concerned about the validity of the licenses. vmware vcenter server appliance.vmware
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